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Since our last report in issue 2 celebrating the news that wild polio in Africa had been eradicated. Ten of our Erimus members,
socially distanced of course, put spade to earth on Dixon's Bank, close to the Southern Cross on Tuesday 20th October and
planted almost five thousand crocus bulbs.
When they bloom next Spring their purple flowers will act as a reminder that, across the globe Rotary continues, with the
generous support of Bill and Melinda Gates, to work towards eradicating Polio from the world.
The goal is now tantalisingly close with the continent of Africa declared free of the deadly crippling disease earlier this year
whilst only Pakistan and Afghanistan remain in its grip.
Pictured above (left to right) Barbara Hutchinson, Fred Hutchinson, Teresa Whittaker, David Whittaker and Sue Gent.

More from the President of Erimus Rotary Club - page 2
‘Remember When’ featuring the presidency of Chris Gent 1990/91 - page 5
...and find out all there is to know about Erimus in the community - pages 7 and 8

Dear friends,
Welcome again to you all. I hope that everyone is well, and, despite the latest set of lockdown
restrictions, are managing to keep cheerful. It does seem more difficult however, this time as
the darker nights and inclement weather dampens spirits a little.
At this time of year our attentions are focused on taking Santa and his merry elves to the
youngsters and the young at heart around Middlesbrough. Sadly, this year Santa and his elves
were having to isolate, which is a huge disappointment, not only for our Rotary members and
supporters, but also for the families we visit. Rotary bringing Santa to our local communities is
said by many, to herald the beginning of Christmas.
Difficult times leads to innovative thinking as they say and Rotary have faced this challenge head on to produce a
remarkable on-line Christmas extravaganza, even Santa despite his busy schedule, sent through a message of hope and
good cheer. I would recommend a viewing along with your loved ones; be they young or not so young! There are also a
variety of activities to entertain the youngsters. The aim, of course, is to celebrate this time of year and raise funds for
our three local charities, who are working hard to help alleviate the suffering caused by the present Covid-19 pandemic.
The new year brings renewed hope and it seems that we may have turned the corner on a long road back to a new kind
of normal. Like me, I am sure most of you are looking forward to being able to meet in person friends and extended
families again. It’s been a great frustration, but who would have thought that technological platforms, such as Zoom,
Teams, Google Meet, would now be almost second nature, how we have adapted! But then, our forefathers did the
same.
Can I finish by hoping that you all had a very Happy Christmas and New Year, celebrating safely and in the knowledge
that we will all meet again very soon.

- David Whittaker

Erimus - ‘Service above Self’.
Tuesday 20 October saw David Budd, formerly elected Mayor of Middlesbrough, welcomed into the
Erimus ’fold’.
During the zoom meeting, President David Whittaker inducted David Budd and
in accepting, David expressed his willingness to support the aims of 'Service
above Self'', which both of his promoters had said was one of his own defining
characteristics.
The club President also reminded members that in the previous Rotary year to
July, despite Covid restrictions, donations to charitable causes had topped
£20,000, which is an amazing achievement. Going forward, the challenge to
continue would be significant, particularly with the Christmas festivities and the
usual Santa's float unable to bring Christmas cheer to our local community. A
variety of alternative fund-raising schemes are to be
explored.
Watch this Space for further details and developments!

Erimus Rotary re-live the lives of police in the past!
At the speaker meeting on Tuesday, 1 December the greeting might well have been 'hello,ello.ello - Evening
All', as former policeman Ken Holt took his fellow Rotarians back to a different world, that of Middlesbrough
Police in the 1950s and 1960s, when ‘coppers’ saw children across the road to school, and back again in
the afternoon. We were transported to a town of 150,000 people many living in two up, two down housing.
Beer was the common drink with lager being fancy and new fangled.
Ken recalls some of his escapades during his time ‘on the beat’…
Called to a fight at a North Ormesby pub, where an angry scaffolder was beating the portly landlord. The
drinkers moved their chairs back, so that Ken could have room to tussle, no one helped nor hindered either,
just a quiet acceptance when our Ken succeeded and hauled the brawler off to the cells.
There were stories of 'ladies of the night' and how their evidence enabled Ken to bring a child offender to
justice, if you lived in Ormesby, Marton or Maltby, then the North Riding was your jurisdiction.
Middlesbrough Police HQ was then based in the Town Hall, and the four quarters into which the town was
divided were policed by just 140 active policemen.
Ken told the group that being active on the streets of Middlesbrough for so many years, makes you a
recognisable figure. He recounts the time he had retired and was on a cruise in Barbados, 6'4" Ken was
approached by a fellow passenger who recognised him as the policeman who used to see her across the
road to Marton Road school in the 1960s. A small world definitely!
There were many more stories and Ken had his audience enthralled, but time was at a premium and a last
visit to the famed Cannon Street riots of 1961, was his finale. Lines of police sought to protect the sole
Indian restaurant, The Taj Mahal, on that well known thoroughfare. Plain clothes detectives identified the
bomb site, where rioters were collecting hard core and broken bricks to use as weapons against the law.
Taking a roundabout route, Ken and his men were able to arrest twenty one brick-handed men, who the
following day were lined up by the Stipendiary Magistrate, Mr Peaker, and sent alternately from the line to
either three or six months in jail. There was no further rioting.
After 32 years of keeping law and order in our area, Ken retired and now almost thirty years later, his citing
of adventures and stories of a different place, in a different time, often tougher and poorer, yet at times
clearer and gentler, continue to amaze the younger generation. Continue with the memoirs PC 201 K.Holt
for many more years to come.
Picture shows Ken in delivery mode.

Barry Jones, Gyro Record Holder to Conservation Guru
On Tuesday 24 November, Erimus Rotarians gathered by their screens for the weekly Zoom ‘huddle ‘to listen with
fascination, as retired British Army, Air Corps Captain Barry Jones, described his journey from squaddie lorry driver in
the Royal Corps of Transport, to a pioneering role in airborne conservation work across Africa.
Barry outlined his career to the group starting with his several spells serving in Northern Ireland, where his role in
bomb disposal often brought back uncomfortable memories. However, a chance encounter with a Lynx helicopter gave
him a fresh start and led him into the world of aviation.
Learning that flying these aircraft could be accessed through the rank of corporal, he took and passed the necessary
flying courses only to find that his newly acquired ‘skillset’, (a shiny new pilot’s licence) would bring further postings in
and around 'Bandit Country' in South Armagh. His role this time; inserting and extracting troops and police from
hazardous locations alongside Manned Airborne Surveillance .
It was a posting to the less glamorous Carlisle base, which brought Barry into contact with auto-gyros and having
delivered to Rotarians a tutorial on the relative merits of this machine compared to a helicopter, he went on to describe
his attempt to fly around the world in an auto-gyro machine. This endeavour was defeated by a huge sandstorm over
the Brahmaputra river in central India, where he found himself flying one handed having had to hold his Bergen straps
away from the rotor blades with the other!
In 2003 however, he reset the World Gyro Range Record with a flight the length of Great Britain in 7 hours 23 minutes.
Barry's skills were such that he went on, having received his commissioned status, to become Leader of the Blue
Eagles Helicopter Display team before leaving the army.
Barry’s interest and enthusiasm for flying eventually led him into the field of large animal conservation work in Africa,
explaining that the perfect vehicle for reconnaissance into poacher deterrence and conservation across Southern
Africa is of course, the Auto-gyro!
He is currently working with a British manufacturer to produce a purpose designed conservation Gyro model, which
hopefully, will save the lives of many more magnificent creatures across the African veldt. In finishing, Barry explained
that to support the valuable conservation efforts of his flying guardians, a subscription to SKYHUNTER magazine
at www.skyhunter-magazine.global, will put you in the picture and help save precious wildlife from the poachers grasp.
It was an inspiring and fascinating evening acknowledged with a vote of thanks from fellow former Lynx pilot, Stuart
Davies, unsurprisingly, it is Stuart who ‘flies’ the Rotary Zoom meetings and has kept the group in weekly contact
sessions since March.

Middlesbrough Erimus Rotary Club is based at Middlesbrough Golf Club and has members from the surrounding areas including,
Marton, Acklam, Guisborough, Great Ayton, Great Broughton, Nunthorpe, Stainton and Seamer. The club was founded in 1985 and
has a rich history, which we will be celebrating through features in every newsletter. In this edition, Chris Gent takes us through his
first year as President (1990/91).

Chris Gent - President’s Year 1990/91
In July 1990, I took over the presidency from Brian Dixon. At the time, the club already had 32 members and during
my year in office I inducted our 33rd member, Colin Mather. Of these thirty three members, only ten still remain in
the club to see its 35th anniversary. As members we used to meet at the Southern Cross, where now we gather at
Middlesbrough Golf Club, meetings started at 5.45pm and ended promptly at 7pm, with many of us adjourning to the
bar upstairs.
Christmas is always a time of much club activity and this year was no different ... The Christmas Sleigh was beginning
to be established in the area and much looked forward to by the local children. The winter of 1990 was particularly
cold, with snow and many storms, but despite this, our volunteers soldiered on and raised a lot of money for local
charities.
During this year, we also established an arrangement with Safeways (now Tesco) Supermarket at Coulby Newham.
They allowed club members to don fancy hats and patrol the aisles in the shop asking customers to donate tinned
food for our local ‘families in need’ charity. There was always a lot of banter and it was a fun, profitable exercise. My
school choir joined us on one occasion and took up position in a corner of the store and sang Christmas Carols. This
created a festive atmosphere and encouraged the
public to donate. The food tin donations were
gathered together and taken to the green keepers
workshop at Brass Castle Golf Course, where
members sorted them into food parcels, which we
later delivered to the homes of needy families.
1990 was also the year of the Charter of the Rotary
Club of Teesside West. A group of our members
attended the event at Belasis Hall and, on behalf of
our club, I was honored to present Teesside West
with a Lectern. The Gateshead Garden Festival was
also an event I fondly remember, where a group of
us ‘green-fingered’ members went through to
support the work in the Rotary garden.
Socially, we held our annual cricket match against
Stokesley Rotary Club and a games evening hosted
by the same club held at the Station Pub. The
highlights of our social calendar during my
presidency were, the Safari Supper Evening and the
President’s Ball held at the Post House, with the
infamous Steve’s Disco.
- Chris Gent

If you have any memories that you would like to share with the editorial team for the newsletter.
Please contact Carey Brownless at careyclarkson@sky.com

Ian McNeal - An inside look into digital news.
On Tuesday 17 November, thirty two members of Middlesbrough Erimus Rotary zoomed in to Teesside Live through
its editor, Ian McNeal. An eagerly awaited speaker event, since having advertised Ian’s participation in our last
newsletter.
A short introduction to Ian's career, saw his life in the world of news journeying through legal training and across
several regional news outlets before reaching his present position as Digital Editor for Teesside Live and the Gazette.
Ian took our members through the process of evolution from the Gazette's visionary founder, Hugh Gilzean Reid, one
hundred and fifty one years ago to today’s multi-facetted media options. The owners ‘Reach’, who already hold a
portfolio of numerous regional newspapers, have created a 'live' brand across their various ownerships and Teesside
Live is no exception. Whilst in ages past, fixed and sacrosanct deadlines stretched across day and night to provide
news feeds, today, this is accomplished with a much smaller and more flexible employee base.
Ian was able to share his screen ‘live’ to display the incredibly powerful analytics feed across the brand’s various
online offerings. This included an insight into the numbers of 'readers' accessing the feed on a constantly updating
display, whilst the amount of time each storyline was occupying each consumer was also featured. All this data plus
more, was available and evidenced on screen, giving the members a glimpse into the potential power of our combined
choices in real time. In his case, the top choice of story was former Boro' Captain, Ben Gibson, talking about his
career.
The provision of Local Democracy Reporting Service, where journalists are funded by the BBC as part of its latest
Charter commitment and more recently, the supply of a Facebook funded community reporter initiative, offers the
opportunity to replace newspaper funded journalists in a world where much of the advertising and print purchase
revenue has emigrated online. However, Ian explained that even though the world of news and the role of a journalist
is constantly evolving, the power of the pen is still happily in evidence, despite the fact that much of the ink has
become virtual.
In responding to questions, Ian explained how as editor he seeks to balance positive news with the inevitable bad stuff;
the challenge of monitoring with a reduced staff base and the sometimes unpleasant and unwelcome feedback on
some media feeds, such as Facebook.
The encouraging news is that whilst our local news outlets may not be as instant as some of the on-line content, the
delay or interval is a result of high journalistic standards through fact checking and verification. It is good to know that
fake news is much less likely on your local news feed, than in some other places.
The meeting ended with Sue Gent presenting the vote of thanks to her former pupil’ sparing his blushes sufficiently to
make only passing reference to a smiley blonde haired schoolboy.

Mission to Seafarers Sets Sail!
The Mission to Seafarers was set up to provide vital help and support to seafarers as they undertake their
essential work. Without their service, we would see our economy crumble and our way of life evaporate.
Offering practical and emotional support and spiritual guidance when asked, to all seafarers regardless of
nationality, faith or no faith, The Mission to Seafarers aims to provide as much help as possible to
international seafarers through our representation at over 200 sea ports across fifty different countries.
The Covid-19 pandemic has made life, and particularly Christmas, hard and very different for all of us. Few
have had as difficult a time as seafarers and their families. Throughout the crisis crews have kept working,
maintaining global supply lines, including vital food and medical supplies. They have done so against an
acutely challenging background. With many governments making crew change impossible, hundreds of
thousands have been working well beyond the end of their contracts. Some have now been on board up to
17 months without a break.
Over the past few years, Rotary Club members have contributed Christmas ‘shoe-boxes’ to help spread a
little festive cheer to the many seafarers trapped on their ships or have been made redundant, including so
many from cruise ships, creating very significant financial hardship for so many families, with all its related
anxieties. This year was no exception, although very different in its planning.
With the Mission volunteers having to do things differently this year to reduce the risk of Covid infection,
they had to take stringent precautions. Clear plastic bags replaced the commonly used cardboard
shoeboxes with suggested items for inclusion ranging from shower gel, shampoo, razors, shaving foam,
toothbrushes and toothpaste to something Christmassy! Once delivered, the parcels have to be quarantined
and sprayed with hypochlorous acid , which makes the use of plastic bags more efficient.
Once again this year, Erimus Rotarians whether old Sea Dogs or Landlubbers, rose to the challenge to
produce individualised Christmas parcels to remind Seafarers thousands of miles from their home, that they
had someone local who cared about them at this special time.

How Would You Define a Seafarer?
You can define a seafarer as literally being someone who is employed to serve aboard any type of
marine vessel. This usually refers to active seafaring workers, but can be used to describe a person
with a long history of serving within the profession. The work that seafarers do is often underappreciated by the majority, and their working conditions vary.

December 2020
Tuesday 2 December to 4 December — Float Evenings
Friday 5 December and Saturday 6 December—Teesside
Park Float Weekend
Monday 7 December to Friday 11 December— Float
Evenings
Saturday 12 December and Sunday 13 December —
Teesside Park Float Weekend

Christmas is always tough for families in refuge, with
this year set to be harder than usual. Most children
arrive at refuge with only the clothes on their back,
restricted to a single room with their mother and
siblings. Mothers struggle to provide basic essentials,
let alone toys for their children at Christmas. The
Rotary Christmas Toy Boxes will provide children in
refuge with brand-new toys to support mental health
and make the world a little kinder.
In the last edition, we reported in more detail about this
initiative and we have exciting news to share with all
our readers …

208 toy boxes

have been funded through the
Rotary Club, which is above the 186 that had been
originally identified, which means all the young people
in the 18 refuge families identified in the district, will
receive a Christmas gift.
The spares will be used to fill any further provision
locally and then beyond as need dictates.
A fantastic achievement - Well done and a big THANK
YOU to everyone who supported this initiative,

Monday 14 December and Tuesday 15 December Float
Evenings ( Wednesday 16 December reserve night)
Tuesday 22 December—Christmas Party

January 2021
Monday 4 January —Council meeting
Tuesday 5 January—Guest speaker. TBC.
Tuesday 12 January —Business Meeting and Guest
Speaker: Fred Logie ‘Four Years as Weekend Warrior’
Tuesday 19 January— Guest Speaker: Mark Simpson
Tuesday 26 January—Discussion on Erimus Rotary the
first 35 Years.
Thursday 28 January—Executive Group Meeting
(Strategy Review)

February 2021
Monday 1 February —Council meeting
Tuesday 2 February —Guest speaker: Chris Baylis ‘The
Electric Car’
Tuesday 9 February — Business Meeting
Tuesday 16 February — Fun Evening with Stuart and Joe
Tuesday 23 February —Guest speaker: Alan Clifton

A massive ‘Thank You’ to Joe Guerin for organising and producing such a varied programme of events.

Members of Middlesbrough Erimus were unanimous in
their delight at hearing of their fellow Rotarian David
Jackson's award of a BEM in the New Year Honours
announcement. The WhatsApp responses to Dave
shared a common theme; ‘Very Well Deserved’.
A founder member of the club since 1985, his hand rises
skyward whenever support is requested. Rotary
connections with Park End primary school, led to
his personal involvement, initially listening to children
read, which eventually culminated in his current post as
Chair of Governors, whilst also holding a similar post at
Yatton House in Great Ayton.

David and his wife Dorothy, have also nurtured links to
the Children of Chernobyl project and regularly host two
young people every summer.
His involvement with hospitals and schools in Ghana,
has seen the former local government officer, flying out
at his own expense to ensure funds raised on Teesside
are spent wisely.
David even bravely put his body on the line resuming
cycling after several decades, to join an Erimus Coast to
Coast bike ride, which raised funds for local hospitals as
well as those in Africa. (See picture below).
The Christmas season often finds David dressed in red
on the Rotary Christmas float and sharp-eyed viewers of
this year's Erimus Rotary Christmas video, might have
recognised him in his starring role, once again dressed in
red with white trimmings!
After a tough socially distanced nine months, members
now have an extra reason to toast the coming year as we
look forward - Cheers, David and CONGRATULATIONS

At their first meeting back on-line in the New Year, members
of Erimus Rotary were quick to offer congratulations to
colleague David Jackson on his award of a BEM in the New
Year Honours list. (See article on left.)
The club and guests were then given a tour through the life
and career of fellow member, Stuart Davies, from past
career pathways to his present role providing specialised
software and technical support to small businesses in the
area.
Stuart started by sharing his career as a Lynx helicopter
pilot, where he served in Bosnia, Northern Ireland and at
Dishforth preceded by spells with REME in Iraq, Kuwait and
Germany. His main role; to deliver engineering support in the
field, which then led Stuart to apply and qualify for a pilot's
role in the army flyimng helicopter … no simple task, with a
significant drop out rate. Whilst there were of course several
challenging moments and incidents throughout his career,
Stuart described most of his service in uniform as 'a lot of
fun'.
Stuart’s varied and extensive career prepared him perfectly
for the challenges of Lockdown, because, since last March,
his flying skills have been utilised to ‘Zoom’ support services
within the club! Without his deft, fine-motor skills on the
control, our Rotary meetings would have proved far less
effective, as we transferred from face-to-face meetings to
'breakout rooms'.
The vote of thanks was simply for Stuart's interesting
account of his career, but the applause which followed was
far more meaningful and considered, thanking him for the
first class job he has done in keeping all of our members
‘in-touch’ and together on the same screen, whatever our
level of competence.
Thanks again Stuart, your skillset has kept our Rotary
activities on a safe and steady flight path.
Pictured: Stuart at the
controls as troops
prepare to abseil to ground
and despite appearances,
Stuart presenting his talk
from darkest Coulby
Newham!

Pictured above: Dave third from the left on his Coast to Coast
ride in the company of other Rotary members.

A different type of year and a different kind of Christmas party!

Follow That Santa!
Erimus heads were scratched for a solution to devise a suitable Christmas Party format for our isolated
members.
On this occasion, Tuesday 15 December saw Middlesbrough Erimus Rotary members gathered around their
laptops wearing various festive garments from Christmas jumpers to flashing head wear, alongside platters of
nibbles and party food. It will be ‘alright on the night’, a theatrical refrain sprang to mind. used to usher
success and this event did not disappoint!
By day, Stuart Souter runs a mechanical engineering business based on Teesside, but on special occasions
like this one, he became the virtual ‘Master of Ceremonies’ and on-line Impresario. Well, within a small circle
of Rotarians and partners at least.
The evening consisted of Christmas
themed activities and games, with
seasonal picture bingo producing its own
challenges ... how to call ‘House’ when
you are still muted for instance. For
those seeking something a little more
highbrow, a selection of poems both
famed and those written specially for the
occasion, were broadcast.
The event progressed smoothly to the
accompaniment of clinking glasses and
vanishing vol-au-vents, until it was time
for a cheery farewell.

Next year, hopefully, we'll do it all again
together, and as for Stuart. Well, he will
be an ‘old stager’ by then.
Pictured right: Stuart in studious mode.

A socially distanced Christmas Message from Rotary.
The newly designed Erimus Rotary website (listed below) has been used across
a wider canvas this year to deliver a socially distanced Christmas message and
donation hub. Thanks to the mastery of Stuart Davies and the input of some of
our members, an idea to collect donations through the use of a digital Advent
calendar was created.

The calendar was designed to provide a bit of fun and aimed at making this
'different' Christmas season a little more bearable. Rotary members created the
design so that each day the tiles swap, allowing a new pop-up window to open
for visitors to view and smile for a while.

Contact us at: www.erimusrotary.org
or facebook@erimusrotary or
via email at enquiries@erimus-rotary.org.

